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[09:04]  Nick_Ashton: I can verify that, Cheryl is as she appears at all times :) 
[09:05]  Nick_Ashton: nurses across border! 
[09:05]  Nick_Ashton: how cool 
[09:08]  Nick_Ashton: <blushing> 
[09:09]  Cory_Schrut: audio /video will be back shortly.... 
[09:10]  Nick_Ashton: audio good in AC... 
[09:12]  Jorge_Amodi: where is the rest of the Board ? 
[09:14]  Robert_Hogg: Board members are sitting in the audience.  only presenters are on stage 
[09:14]  James_Blade: Such as....? 
[09:14]  Constantine: what are legitimate technical reasons? 
[09:14]  Robert_Hogg: don't understand you question James 
[09:14]  Chuck_Gomes: Chuck Gomes is on the dial in call 
[09:15]  Nick_Ashton: morning - or evening? - Chuck 
[09:15]  James_Blade: Would like some examples of a "legitmate technical reason" for Wildcards. 
[09:16]  Brandon_TEC: Chuck_Gomes: Thanks Chuck for confirming. 
[09:16]  Chuck_Gomes: Yes I am 
[09:16]  James_Blade: Thank you Chris & Rob.... 
[09:17]  Constantine: So wait, Chris makes comments but he does not understand? 
[09:17]  Jorge_Amodi: go to namedroppers nanog ietf and dns-ops for some discussion 
[09:17]  Robert_Hogg: AH!  fyi, when you refer to live comments it would help to offer context. keep 
chat record-transcript in mind .... readers of transcript don't have benefit of sound 
[09:17]  Jorge_Amodi: you will find plenty of data/arguments/etc/etc/etc about wildcards 
[09:19]      mbashir: wildcards issue is highly debated issue on ccTLD community 
[09:20]  Constantine: http://www.iab.org/documents/docs/2003-09-20-dns-wildcards.html 
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[09:31]  Constantine: I see a disconnect between the effort of solving the root scaling issue and 
performing additional outreach efforts to invite more TLD applicants. 
[09:32]  Constantine: is the goal of ICANN to maximize TLDs in the root? 
[09:35]  Bruce_Tonki: Chuck - the presentation is showing on the screen here in Nairobi 
[09:36]  Bruce_Tonki: The GNSO meeting here - was actually a good example of the benefits of having 
Vice-chairs 
[09:36]  Robert_Hogg: bottom left box Chuck 
[09:37]  Bruce_Tonki: The slides should be showing in the bottom left corner of the Adobe room 
[09:42]  Bob_Connell: They are. 
[09:43]  Bob_Connell: You may click on the "full screen" and fill your monitor.  I was having trouble 
getting back till I discovered it would toggle back. 
[09:44]  Bruce_Tonki: Thank all of you here in Nairboi for the support shown for my re-election to the 
ICANN Board.  I greatly appreciate it 
[09:45]          Ron: Well deserved, Bruce! 
[09:45]  Bob_Connell: Bruce, you continue to amaze me with your grasp of widely different issues. 
[09:47]  Suzanne_Woo: Bruce rocks. 
[09:47]  John_Curran: I have a question for Steve Crocker (From John Curran, ARIN Pres & CEO) â•„Is 
the SSAC satisfied with the final resolution of its charter issues that were raised during the SSAC 
review process?In particular, does the SSAC feel it has the scope and charter necessary to be proactive 
in identification of security issues arising from ICANN's internal operations? 
[09:49]  Robert_Hogg: got it John 
[09:49]  John_Curran: thx 
[09:51]      mbashir: AFTLD 
[09:51]      mbashir: was co-organizered this event 
[09:53]  Jorge_Amodi: the best thing is that the fight between DNSSEC and DNScurve is over !! 
[09:57]  John_Curran: perfect 
[09:57]  John_Curran: It's only 2 AM in Reston... :-) 
[09:57]        McTim: is it over? why does it need to be an either or thing? 
[09:58]    Ram_Mohan: John, this is Ram - great question, many thanks for your strong support of 
SSAC and overall security matters 
[09:59]  John_Curran: Ram - glad to help.  Keep us safe.  :-) 
[10:00]  John_Curran: "Thank you, Steve." 
[10:01]  Jothan_Frak: This part sounds like Lee wants his members to volunteer for his members to 
have higher standards 
[10:01]  Jothan_Frak: for security 
[10:05]  Robert_Hogg: thanks everyone!!! 
 


